The purpose of our research is to examine the potential influence of older sibling on younger sibling’s behavior in the areas of substance use, academics, and sexuality. We predict that if a younger sibling identifies with an older sibling, they will show similarities in substance use, academics, and sexual behavior. If a younger sibling does not identify with the older sibling, then they should be different in terms of substance use, academics, and sexual behavior. It is beneficial for us to know this information so that we can further our knowledge of how siblings should act together and if having siblings in our lives is an important part of determining who we are as a person. To recruit the participants, we put our studies description up on the SONA website. Participants completed 3 questionnaires on-line asking about their behavior, their sibling’s behavior, and identification. The Psychology department subject pool was used. Results indicated that identification with a sibling is significantly influential in determining our drinking behavior and drug use. It was also shown that siblings influence our sexual behavior regardless of identification. There were no important findings in academic achievement. The results show that siblings can have just as much an impact on us as our parents in certain areas of behavior.